
 

Certain flu virus mutations may compensate
for fitness costs of other mutations
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Influenza A virus hemagglutinin trimer is depicted in cartoon form, with
monomers colored, green, blue and wheat. The bottom of the trimer would be
attached to virions. Sialic acids bound to the HA are shown in yellow in space
filling form. A computationally modeled glycan, depicted in red, is shown
attached to one of the asparagine residues that is gained via mutation and natural
selection of Sequential 12 virus. This glycan reduces the avidity of virus
attachment to cell surface terminal sialic acid residues to wild type virus levels,
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and restores fitness to Sequential 12 virus for growth in eggs. The glycan is
attached to all three monomers, but for purposes of illustration, is added to just a
single monomer. The image was generated by the authors from PDB file 1RU7
using Pymol software and the GlyProt web server: 
www.glycosciences.de/modeling/glyprot/php/main.php to add a model glycan.
Credit: Kosik, et al. (2018)

Seasonal flu viruses continually undergo mutations that help them evade
the human immune system, but some of these mutations can reduce a
virus's potency. According to new research published in PLOS
Pathogens, certain mutations in the genome of influenza A may help
counteract the weakening effects of other mutations.

Influenza A causes tens of thousands of deaths in the U.S. every year,
despite vaccination efforts. It persists, in large part, due to continual
changes in the sequence of amino acid "building blocks" that make up
the viral protein hemagglutinin, enabling it to avoid recognition and
removal by immune system antibodies. Many of these mutations can
reduce a virus's fitness—its ability to make more copies of
itself—raising the question of how viruses compensate to recover their
mojo.

Ivan Kosik of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
Maryland, and colleagues investigated hemagglutinin mutations to better
understand the mechanisms by which influenza A viruses maintain
fitness despite continual mutation. They focused on influenza A variants
with mutations that enabled them to escape antibodies from mice, guinea
pigs, or chickens.

To identify the accumulated mutations that restored viral fitness, the
researchers sequenced the viral RNA using a supersensitive method
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called PrimerID sequencing, which enables tracking of all individual
viral genomes so that any relevant mutations can be spotted. They found
several mutations of particular interest that add a new sugar molecule to
the hemagglutinin, thus creating a novel "N-linked glycan" site.

How does this help the virus to replicate? It turns out, that the new sugar
allows the virus to regain "Goldilocks" binding to the host cell: not too
weak, but not too tight either. In escaping the immune system, the new
mutations can inadvertently disrupt this golden binding point, which can
be remedied by adding a sugar molecules in the just the part of the
hemagglutinin.

These findings improve understanding of the mechanisms that make flu
outbreaks so difficult to prevent, and inform efforts to design more
effective flu vaccines that are less easily thwarted by continual mutation.
The results also demonstrate the value of PrimerID sequencing to
provide a high-resolution view of all the mutations present in a given
viral population—something that conventional deep sequencing
approaches cannot do as accurately or efficiently. This level of
understanding is necessary to keep up with the flu, which despite is
miniscule size, has managed to outsmart humans trying to foil the havoc
it wreak each flu season.

  More information: Kosik I, Ince WL, Gentles LE, Oler AJ, Kosikova
M, Angel M, et al. (2018) Influenza A virus hemagglutinin glycosylation
compensates for antibody escape fitness costs. PLoS Pathog 14(1):
e1006796. doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1006796
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